INVOCATION:
Mighty Power of the Cosmic Light! Come forth into this IAMEGA Class I Am Authority!
Take Your Dominion, Produce Your Perfection in Its Instructions for the Class Work, in
the Class Work, in the Seats of Unity Consciousness that They Occupy while
implementing their Individualized Responsibilities and Higher Mental Activities.
Mighty Power of Light! Take Your Dominion Now! Clothe each individual in the Power
of Light that compels Divine Love, Wisdom, Power and Justice, which Glorifies Thyself,
as the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence, through the Higher Mental Body in Your Perfect Action,
Your Dominion of the Light! Charge into These Willing and Dedicated Disciples and
Initiates Your Mighty Perfecting Activity of Light in Its Limitless, Eternal Activity!
Charge It forth Sustained! Mighty Astrea, send Your Legions of Blue Lightning to seize
and bind every entity that continues to try to misdirect and interfere within the ‘I AM’
Authority’s Activities of this Living Organism and take them into the Octave of Light.
Send Your Power Forth Now, Holding such a Circle of Blue Flame around Them, that no
longer can these obstructive entities come near. Take Command of My IAMEGA Class;
and with the Sacred White Fire Light Take Charge of this Circle of the Blue Lightning
Flame Awaken each One into their Own Light Radiance.
ST GERMAIN: Greetings Dear Brothers and Sisters, this Discourse may be the most important
Discourse you will ever read or listen to, so I wish to have your greatest attention that you
have ever given to your Divine Purpose in this Lifetime! I Am not going to be mincing My
Words, for it is time, that for Whom So Ever Gives their Cosmic Pledge and Divine God
Covenant to Be of Service at the Highest Levels of Human Evolution, shall give their Obedience
to Life through Their ‘I AM’ Presence or step aside of those Pledges and Covenants thus
returning back to the old human creations and outer appearances.
Your choices thus far, even though they have been ‘free will’ placed in Alignment with Divine
Will MUST now Stand Forth within the Cosmic Laws or not. All whom have given their Pledges
to God’s Obedience to Life will either now pass through the next Rings of Consciousness
Passeth Not, or have the Door shut firmly before them. None of you here are Students, you
are Masters of your Own Realities, it is only the Reality that you must now decide upon that
you wish to continue within. As you have been told, you can no longer Serve two Masters
and continue up the Rungs of The Ascension Ladder. We the Masters have infinite Tolerance
and Understanding, but We cannot and will not interfere with one’s ‘free will’ when it comes
to disobedience to the Laws of the ‘I AM’ Presence. Remember this is not about personalities.
It Is Cosmic Law!

As I do not wish to repeat Myself in this Discourse as part of the summary of the 33 Week,
IAMEGA Class, so, because of the relevance of their content before you go forward with this
Discourse, I Dutifully ask that you go back and read once again, two Discourses, in order
please! These two Discourses will shed Light on the facts for why I need to be so Firm and
Imposing with you at this time. In summary of the IAMEGA 33 Week Class, I can tell you only
11 out of 34 Members of this Class attained the 6 hours per day on average to Stand Wholly
within Their ‘I AM’ Presence. And only 5 completed every aspect of the Class Activity.
These are not judgements Dear Souls, but facts of the Observations made. Had the Class
completed the requirements, then My Beloved Consort Portia, would have approved the
Grants requested, so here is another effort to help those of you who cannot hold true to your
‘I AM’ Presence, to move beyond those places within your lives that no longer serve you. Lack
of Obedience to Life at these Levels of Instruction and Grants received, are simply not
acceptable.
So please I beseech you, take heed of what is being revealed to you herein these Discourses,
grasp the mindfulness that you cannot move forward without all that is shared herein, so We
can All get down to some Mighty Work for and on behalf of the whole of humanity and planet
Earth. Thank you! I shall say no more on the errors of lack of mindful discernment or
Obedience.
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Part 3 - ‘I AM’ Discourses - Why America & Other Questions – St Germain, 13th January
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Let us now move forward, counting Our Blessings for what has been achieved! And much has
been achieved Dear Hearts! I may seem to be hard on you, but I can tell you, it is by the Love
of God that you need to hear what is being shared here, if you are going to help Lead Humanity
Home!
I wish to share with you a story. I have told you of My Work I was doing with Napoleon, but
I have not told you this! For six hundred years I had pleaded with mankind, and only since
1930 did I find a response for the Salvation of America and the World. Think of it, when in
France I took Napoleon under My wing, so to speak, and as a lad he was as Obedient as the
Ballards were. I thought then of the glory of all that appeared before Me in using this young
man as a means of bringing a United States of Europe into fruition. Had he given Obedience
as he did in the beginning in his later years, we would have had the United States of Europe
today, and the condition that exists there, would not have been.
He was Obedient until he was determined to go to Moscow no matter what. I said to him the
night before, ‘Napoleon, you are allowing the human to control you; and if you go forward,

your star sets tonight’. I put a screen across the corner of the room in order to try to convince
him of My Power, and I walked behind that screen in one form and came out another. But it
was of no avail. He had become so steeped in his human desire and determination that he
threw Me aside, and mankind, at that time, their ‘Free Will’ was paramount. I had nothing to
do but step aside. His star did set that night, and you know the result. Then just before his
passing, he had called and called and called to Me for weeks and weeks, and I would not go
near him; then just before his passing, I went to him and I said, ‘Napoleon, why in the Name
of God did you allow the human desire to take command of you when such magnificent glory
could have come through you as one individual’? Of course, he could not answer.
Today, the Great Cosmic Light and Cosmic Law have so provided that the destructive ‘Free
Will’ of individuals can be withdrawn and set aside. Had that been the condition then, I would
have withdrawn his ‘Free Will’ and compelled him to go on to Victory. That can be done today,
but it could not be then. I can do it for anyone who Gives His or Her Mighty Obedience to
Life, but first they must prove themselves of the Trust We The Masters and the ‘I AM’
Presence will place in them!
Dear Brothers and Sisters, do you understand why We, the Ascended Masters, are necessary
to you? You might naturally think that when you have come to know your Mighty ‘I AM’
Presence, you do not require Our Service. But let Me assure you that until you have gained
the full conviction and have called sufficient Momentum of your Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence into
Action, you have not the strength, the courage to stand until you have gained sufficient
Momentum from your own Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence to carry you forward. We have that
Strength. We are able to release It into your feeling world. We do not ask your Obedience to
Us; We ask your Obedience to Life, your own Life. Then your Life will take Command of you
and your world and produce such Health, Strength, Happiness, and Perfection that there is
the Victory of Life there.
I want to speak to you about the Conservation of your Energies. What a pitiful thing; what a
tragedy before mankind when their energies are wasted or depleted. It matters not how
these energies are wasted for while the ego personality makes choices with their lives to do
anything that is not Qualified by Their ‘I AM’ Presence, this will only lead to lack of energy,
lack of vitality, lack of focus, indeed everything but the Love of God Life! Is it any wonder why
people get so tired in their daily routines unable to focus and complete their day in the Peace,
Joy and Harmony of Life! Let Me Qualify the energy for you! I speak here of energy that is
used for self-gratification. The desires of self-gratification is rife within your world and while
this sort of energy remains part of your life, then this problem remains and keeps you from
moving forward. Just like Dear Napoleon who ignored his ‘I AM’ Presence! Unless your
Energies are used for the Good of another’s wellbeing or raising their Consciousness or
Illumining their life toward the ‘I AM’ Presence and God Life, self-gratifying desires have no
place in your life.

My Dear Ones, when there is above you that Mighty Stream of Life, the Harmonizing Presence
of the Universe beating your Heart, then you tell Me that one must waste his energy in order
to have relaxation? In the Name of God, can you not see the Truth and see how mistaken
those individuals are! I am not criticizing anyone. Many of them actually believe that,
because that is what they are told and have believed through experience of such temporal
joys and pleasures. But it is not. Joy, Happiness, Peace and Harmony are Eternal, not
temporal. I know better, and one day everyone else will too; but under the present
conditions unless these things are understood, mankind remains lost.
I know your every desire, and I know this: I know that if you will train yourselves the moment
you feel the slightest desire to waste or deplete you energies in whatever way that may be,
to say, Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence, take out of me that desire and replace it with Your
Satisfaction and Perfection, it will be caused to disappear and you will be the Governing
Power of your feeling world and your desire world, which will draw you and Lift you into that
Perfection in which finally that desire will disappear entirely. Even though you are touching
the radiation of someone around you who has that desire, still will you be prompted so quickly
that it will not reach action in your own world.
Will you understand Me when I say I long for that day when the Great Law of Life permits Me
to Stand before you in My Tangible Body and show you what it means, the Conservation of
the Energy of Life. The day I can Stand before you and Blaze the Light from My Body that
would fill your room, sent from My Head, My Throat, My Heart, and My Hands, those Mighty
Rays direct to you, then will you understand what it means to Conserve the Energy of Your
Life. That is why We as Ascended Beings have limitless Power, because in the Ascended State,
there are no such self-gratification desires of the human physical, mental or emotional bodies.
These such things do not exist within the Ascended State; they only belong to the human
octave.
Therefore, it is by the gaining of the Momentum and the Conserving of the Energy so that
when you make a Call, It goes forth like a rocket to the objective and the thing is
accomplished. It would be so in all business and industry where the people had Conserved
that Energy; then when they make a Call for Divine Order and Divine Justice and Perfection
to come into their business or daily life, that Light would go forth like a rocket and the thing
would be accomplished. Everyone can have the proof of that who wants to try it out. Today
that need is so great.
In your Applications to Life then, let Me remind you again that when you Call to the ‘Presence’,
one or more of those Light Rays go forth. That Power of Light Knows no resistance nor
interference; therefore, you cannot help but feel that your Call to Life is the Imperative
Command for that result to be produced. If you will think of it in that manner, you will not
fail to have your Calls answered in a single instance! But if you feel unknowingly that you
physically are the one that is the doer, then you are obstructing the way, because your human
energetic reserves, your human feelings will intrude or clothe the energy as it goes forth. That

has been what is the matter with mankind. This is what has been happening within the
majority of My IAMEGA Class Activity. You have not understood that the Power of Energy
clothes the Light which goes forth and carries the quality instead of the Power of Light,
because the quality clothing that Light as It goes forth strikes before the Light and undoes the
Activity the Light would produce. Therefore, to simply refrain from qualifying that Mighty
Energy of Life by any human quality, then will that Energy go forth and Perform the Service
quickly and give you all the evidence you require of Its Power to Act for you. All these things
you must prove for yourself, but you will find every Word I tell you is the Truth.
Since shortly before Beloved Jesus’ Ministry, more than twenty centuries ago, the Call has
been for the Earth to expand more Light. Dear Ones, how does the Earth do that? Through
human beings! The Light can only expand through human beings; that makes the
Intensification of the Light of the Earth, which means the charge and release of the Light in
the Electronic Atoms in the atmosphere of Earth, just like you have been told within the
‘Mysteries Unveiled’ book when entering caves or passageways that were dark as midnight,
and suddenly the place was illuminated. That was by the release of the Light within the
atmosphere, just as the Light is within the atmosphere everywhere.
That is why today in Your Mighty Calls and the Activities to which you subscribe to the
‘Presence of Life’, you are a Power that you do not dream of yet. Your ‘Presence’ is the Doer;
your Calls release Its Mighty Intelligence and Power into Action, and whatever you believe
can be done or has been able to do thus far, you can do over and over again. Your Calls are
answered with the Power of Lightning. Therefore, that is by the gaining of that Momentum
and the Conserving of the Energy so that when you make your Calls; They go forth at the
speed of Light to be accomplished. Take control of the energy fields you allow into your aura
and you will in no time at all rise to New Levels of Attainment, Knowledge and Wisdom. What
shall We do now to get back on track?
Allow Me to make several suggestions.
1. Your only Real Objective now is to create a Solid Foundation to find that place within
you where the ‘I AM’ Presence resides removing all resistances to make these
Connections.
2. To review in as much detail as you deem worthy of your own personal position and
that of your Group Unity the 33 Discourses and the Conditions of Engagement and
identify where you may improve and conserve your energy fields. (Particularly that
of glamour and what is done for self-gratification).
3. To complete the Guide that has been requested including elements of what has
transpired herein the IAMEGA Class Authority that needs clarification and
consolidation.
4. Complete and Activate the Invocation for the Construction of the Buddhic Columns
over every World Major City.

5. Re-establish a Qualified Group Gathering that shall confine and eliminate loss of
energy through excessive communications that have no bearing upon the Group ‘I
AM’ Ashramic Presence.
6. Complete your Petitions and re-present them to the Karmic Board but be sure to
Qualify what Energies that you shall be Projecting into such Divine Activities.
As for the sharing of the IAMEGA Class Work. I would suggest that those who participated
who wish to share their experiences that they may feel beneficial to others, do so limiting the
discussions to a time qualification so it does not extend beyond any unnecessary expenditure
of energies. For such discussions will only be personality engagements and that means loss
of energy also! I Trust that you shall All take what has been shared to Heart, so it may Lift
each of you to New Heights of Awareness. In The ‘I AM’ Presence We Trust! And So It Be!
BENEDICTION: We Give Praise and Thanks to Mighty Presence whom We in Great Joy
have welcomed, We Thank You for Your Great Wondrous Radiance and Light, Your
Great Radiance and Conquering Power; and We Trust that will Decree Justice now
for Our New Application to Life with You from this time forth and to all of life here
on the planet. ‘I AM’ the Enlightening, Revealing Presence, Manifesting through Me,
with the ‘I AM’ Full Power.

SUE: Having read the last Discourse from St Germain, here is a Cosmic overview which may help to clarify the question.
Since 1932 many imbalances, disturbances, and control, and let us remain on the subject
of America, only for reference sake, have continued unabated. So many Decrees,
Invocations have been Declared over time, but still today there are far more of those
imbalances that were being addressed in the Invocations back in the 1930’s and 40’s. If
the ‘I AM’ Discourses are so Powerful and so Potent, why have they not worked, allowing
the dark forces, and so called ‘evil’ to remain and thus continuing to maintain their holds
upon humanity today?
At the end of Part 3, St Germain ends with the statement:
Since 1932 many imbalances, disturbances, and control, and let us remain on the subject
of America, only for reference sake, have continued unabated. So many Decrees,
Invocations have been Declared over time, but still today there are far more of those
imbalances that were being addressed in the Invocations back in the 1930’s and 40’s. If
the ‘I AM’ Discourses are so Powerful and so Potent, why have they not worked, allowing

the dark forces, and so called ‘evil’ to remain and thus continuing to maintain their holds
upon humanity today?
At the end of Part 3, St Germain ends with the statement:
And so, because everything moves in Cycles, We can once again come forward to Work
together with Humanity in ways We could not have done before, this time with a New Cycle
of Greater Power, Awareness, Steadfastness, Will and Purpose. We can Work in a more
expanded capacity with the Higher Resonances and Light Quotients of the New World Servers
Who are In Co-Creative Unity within Their Living Organism Groups. The Cycle I speak of, We
shall go into detail in the next Discourse.
The Cosmic Cycles that are unfolding through ‘Time and Space’ reveal the state of human
consciousness as Humanity responds and reacts to the planetary patterns at any given time.
Astrological cycles are not random, there is a Divine Design within this enfolding Cosmic
dance, there is a pattern and a pathway which we, as human beings, intimately interconnect
with on our evolutionary journey.
All of the Planets are, from another level, spheres of Consciousness, which are seen through
human eyes as physical forms. They are the distributors of Universal Loving Consciousness
that is flowing from the Twelve Constellations, each Constellation holding particular Principles
of Light so that Life on Earth might evolve into the Highest attributes held within the Rays that
flow through the Cosmos and which are constantly enfolding us.
Here on Earth for aeons of time, the orbit of Saturn has been the conscious outer boundary,
the container or gestational ‘sac’ that has held Life on Earth, within a Group consciousness
that is based upon ego and the concept of ‘Me’. But then this boundary was breached in
1781 with the ‘physical’ discovery of Uranus and in 1846 by the ‘physical’ discovery of
Neptune. Uranus is the higher frequency of Mercury – linking to the Higher Mind and
Neptune is the higher frequency of Venus – linking to the Higher Heart and Unconditional
Love.
Over the last 238 years Uranus and Neptune have been infusing this ego consciousness with
the aim to fundamentally refine and expand our awareness and consciousness, for each
physical sighting of a planet marks an evolutionary turning point in our spiritual development.
Up until 1781 our re-incarnational journey would have remained much the same – we would
have incarnated into a world where horse and cart were the means of transportation which
had remained steady over centuries and centuries of time, but with the conscious sighting of
the transpersonal planets of Uranus and Neptune we opened up to a new level of mental
creativity, designing cars, trains, planes and by the 1960’s we were sending men to the Moon.
The mind has indeed, greatly expanded, but as of this moment, is not balanced by the Wisdom
of Neptune and Unconditional Love.

The physical advent of Uranus and Neptune into our awareness, was a Blessing and a Divine
necessity, for the Higher Mind and Higher Heart have to be consciously integrated if we are
to handle the arrival of Pluto – which came into our awareness on 18th February 1930 at 170
Cancer 48.

